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Issues on software reliability prediction models
The reliability of software is increasingly emphasized as more and more functions, which were
formerly provided by hardware, are highly dependent on software. Many techniques or
methodologies have been published to prevent fault occurrences, to detect the faults and remove
them more effectively and efficiently, to tolerate the faults by providing redundant service, and
to estimate or predict the fault occurrence via software reliability modeling. Those techniques,
more or less, have been tried in different industries. No matter what techniques for fault
detection, removal, and tolerance are applied, key questions are often asked about the readiness
of release from quality or reliability standpoint. Is the software bug free or failure rate is
acceptable? Most of time, pass of all test cases (or some threshold is met) is used as one key
criteria as well as other factors like budget, market strategy, etc. The quantitative reliability
question, the probability of failure-free execution for a specified time in a specified environment
without any failures, have not played a critical role in decision making. Researchers have
proposed multiple models [1] ~ [5]. Those models use testing data on software to estimate how
reliable the software is now and predict the reliability in the future. Even the models show
promising results with their own experimental data, mixing results come up with broader
applications [6] [7]. That makes the development organization question if the prediction models
serve their intended purpose.
Key reasons for un-fit models
There are many reasons which could make the results from prediction models far away from the
reality. The assumptions used by the models are not always true in reality [8]. Based on authors’
experience, the top contributors include:
◊ Operational profile
◊ Testing strategy
◊ Resource allocation
Operational profile
The operational profile is a quantitative characterization of software usage by customers. It is
very difficult, costly and even impossible to obtain the real field operational profile, especially
for new software products without any historical information. There is always a gap between the
testing profile used by testing engineers and the real operational profile. Also, the operational
profile could help better select test case while it does not contribute to the prediction accuracy
significantly.
Testing strategy
The failure rate in software has strong relationship with the complexity of the software. The
higher the complexity, the larger the failure possibility. It is reasonable to expect that more bugs
will be found on the software components / features with high complexity. A jump in the failure
rate trend sometimes represents high complexity modules are being tested. Different companies
or organizations, or different projects in the same organization have different testing strategies.
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Some teams prefer to design and test the software components with high complexity in the early
phase so there will be enough time to fix the bugs . Others want to focus on those modules in the
middle phase when more knowledge on the high complex components is obtained to avoid
introducing more bugs and design better test cases.
Resource allocation
The testing resource is not allocated evenly during the whole testing phase. Less resource may be
assigned in the early phase and more resource may be added in later phases. Hence, it is
reasonable to detect more failures with more test efforts. Also, during the development phase,
resource may be reallocated for companies’ other considerations like priority, schedule, market
release strategy, and etc. The resource allocation directly impacts the curve of the failure
detection.
Solution?
There are no clear solutions available by date. Academic and industry have their own concerns or
challenges on finding a widely applicable prediction model. Academic does not have sufficient
funding to validate the models in various applications while industry does not think it
particularly worthwhile due to no high degree of confidence on the prediction results.
Positive feedbacks from the industry applications are also seen for improving prediction results
of software reliability growth models. To reach that goal, an organization first should have a
mature system and software development processes. That will ensure consistent development
results from various projects. Second, normalize the failure data by testing efforts. Third, apply
the models after system integration complete. The last, validate your models with several release
before adopting it for decision making.
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